
Cash in on high dividends!
The cash king has no clothes (or interest)!
To a seasoned investor, holding a pile of cash in his or her 
portfolio would have been an anomaly during the recently- 
ended five-year equity bull run. After all, why bother with 
cash deposits when equity markets were dishing out 
double digit returns? 

How quickly things change! The global financial crisis and 
plummeting asset values have altered the investment 
landscape. With market volatility and risk aversion levels 
at extreme highs, investors have fled to the safety of cash.  
Cash, is once again king! Or is it?

For sure, cash will always be among an investor's most 
valuable assets. And there is nothing wrong with sticking 
to cash in today’s uncertain times. But with interest rates 
at near zero levels in developed markets and at record 
lows in others, can one really afford to sit idly on deposits? 
What is to be done? 

How about dividends? 
Yes, dividends! In truth, there are plenty of companies out 
there still paying dividends even in today’s volatile climate. 
Singapore’s DBS Bank, for example, is expected to pay 
out a dividend yield1 of around 7% this year, albeit down 
from last year’s 10%. Similarly, Taiwan Mobile’s estimated 
current dividend yield is approximately 8%1, a figure that is 
expected to be maintained next year, despite ongoing 
downward revisions. And there are many companies that 
fall into this category. One just needs to look for them.  

Skeptics may argue that dividend-investing means buying 
stocks, and that would expose one to further market 
downside. Agreed, but if history is any guide, the global 
economy will emerge from the current crisis. And already 
apparent, through the economic gloom, is that many 
financial markets have more than discounted 2009’s poor 
economic outlook. Several equity markets have fallen to 
levels that appear cheap on profits forecasts that 
themselves have been slashed. With many valuations at 
unjustifiably low levels, we think, investment opportunities 
exist for investors willing to look beyond the near-term.
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For those seeking equity returns, however, but are 
reluctant to endure either volatility and potential asset 
value declines, high dividend-paying stocks can be an 
alternative. Investing in these stocks can help smooth the 
bounces in one’s portfolio, as dividend returns tend to be 
more consistent than stock prices. 

Typically high dividend stocks belong to mature, cash– 
generating and well established companies that have a 
good track record of paying stable dividends. Often these 
refer to “blue chip” companies with durable competitive 
advantages such as those in telecoms, utilities and 
consumer staples.  These tend to churn out profits, albeit 
at a slower pace, even during an economic downturn. 
These blue chips not only provide investors with a decent 
participation in equity market returns during upswings, but 
also typically outperform the benchmark and their non- 
dividend-paying counterparts in the long run2.

Asian dividend yields stand out
Within Asia, there are a number of companies that fit this 
bill; Bank of China, DBS, and Telstra to name but a few. 
Following the Asian financial crisis, many Asian 
corporations underwent a significant restructuring of their 
balance sheets thus reducing debt levels. The pay-off was 
higher dividends for the investor.  Since then, the dividend 
culture has taken off in Asia as companies have placed 
more importance on shareholder value creation. 
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Asian companies offer high yields
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Will high dividends be sustained?
The question is particularly pertinent given today’s weak 
macroeconomic outlook. More companies are expected to 
report negative earnings this year. The sharp fall in 
earnings will likely pressure Asian corporate ability to pay 
dividends. Even good quality companies, with strong 
management, are finding it difficult to obtain funding in the 
current credit-starved environment, pushing some to cut 
dividends in favour of building capital buffers.

Nonetheless dividend cuts have typically been less severe 
than earnings cuts. During the Asian financial crisis, 
dividends were cut but not to the extent of the fall in 
earnings. Back then, the payout ratios shot up as 
companies strove to maintain dividends as far as they 
could. Conversely, when earnings took off after May 2003, 
dividends did not track a similar trajectory. The bottom 
line: dividend paying stocks generally provide more 
stability but one must be mindful of the downside risks; 
dividends could be cut further. Our back-of-the-envelop 
calculations suggest that even at today’s reduced rates, 
the yield (based on Asia’s average 45%3 payout ratio), will 
still outstrip inflation.  Dividends would have to fall a further 
25% for yields to match inflation (they only fell 20%4 over 
the Asian crisis).
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Furthermore, unlike the US and Europe, Asia’s 
macroeconomic and banking sector fundamentals remain 
strong. Having built their balance sheets post the 1997 
financial crisis, Asian authorities have sufficient firepower 
to cushion the global slowdown effects. Asia’s favourable 
demographics too play a part. The region not only 
accounts for a high share of the world’s population but 
also it is relatively young. Asia is, and continues to be, a 
long-term growth story. 

The dividend story is compelling, but it is not without its 
risks. It is important to choose stocks wisely. Whether 
sustainable dividends can be paid out of regular earnings 
is a factor that should be considered. The number of 
times the dividend is “covered” by the earnings is another 
important factor – the higher the “cover”, the safer the 
dividend (in general). In contrast, investments based on 
high dividend yields alone can be risky if those high yields 
are a function of a falling share price. This situation may 
signal future dividend cuts or worse still, a lack of 
confidence in the outlook for the company. 

The strategy for today?
Every investment carries risk. Ideally, an investment plan 
should incorporate one’s financial needs, investment 
goals, time frame and risk appetite. 

But no matter what the objective, diversification will likely 
provide some protection for one’s portfolio in the event of 
a downturn. High dividend paying stocks are one 
alternative. Furthermore, in today’s environment, they are 
providing returns well in excess of those “Cash is King” 
deposits.  Now, that is cash for thought!
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Prudential Asset Management manages some funds that adopt a high yield 
strategy which seeks to invest in high yielding stocks that offer both a premium to 
the average market yield and the potential for long-run capital appreciation. 
Typically high yield strategies seek opportunities in companies with strong balance 
sheets, (relatively) safe cash flows, robust dividend cover and (relatively) attractive 
dividend yields. 

Companies try to maintain dividends – even when times are bad.
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